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Fourteen Month Hostage Ordeal Ends for Student'sFather
Trend ts Toward Hiring
More Tenure. Track Women
ByLYNNTRAVERS
Of a total of tuoconrinuiog (tenure-
track) faculty for the Kenyon 1980-81
academic year, just 15 arc women,
according to fiaur es provided bv
Provost Jerry Irish. Only one of
these has obtained tenure.
However, data from Equal
Opportunity Coordinator Donna H.
Scott show a continuing trend towards
hiring more women in tenure-track
positions. In 1969-70, the year that the
College became co-educational, 13%
of new hirees for the continuing
faculty were women, and the total
number of females in those jobs at
Kenyon comprised 3070 of the total.
4OQ)"o of those appointed in \979-80
(the most recent year for which data
are available) were women, and
females made up 16iiJo of the con-
tinuing faculty.
Although these percentages are low,
they are not out of line with those of
other schools. At Oberlin University,
approximately 20070 of the faculty are
women, according to Associate Dean
of the College of Arts and Sciences
Paula Goldsmid. Figures compiled
through last year show that of 15\
faculty in tenure-track positions, 25
were women; 15 of those had been
granted tenure. At Northwestern
University, 4(//0 of their Professors,
1307D of their Associate Professors,
and 250/0 ofthejr Assistant Professors
are women, according to Planning
Coordinator JeremyWilson.
Many reasons arc given to explain
these low percentages. Dr. Irish feels
that the College's becoming
coe.ducational just II years ago is a
major one, since "there was no real
push to hire women before that."
Also, he thinks that the nature of the
College environment discourages
~any women, although it may
dISCourage some men. These feelings
are seconded by President Philip H.
~orda~, who also points out the
ardshlps experienced by married
pro.fessional couples, who have
dIfficulty finding suitable jobs for
both members due to the limited
oPPOrtunities in the area in which they
mUStreside in ordertocomply with the
ten·rnilerule.
Hartene Marley, the only tenured
ByCHRISBURKE
When his father was taken hostage
at the American Embassy 14 months
ago. Kenyon sophomore Robert
Moore had no idea that the Iranian
Crisis would last as long as it did. Last
week, when Moore realized that the
hostages would finally be released, the
tension that had gripped him for over a
year vanished. "I gave a profound,
physical, visceral shudder of relief,"
said a visibly shaken Moore.
On Saturday, Moore and his family,
who live in Mt. Vernon, were flown
with other hostage families to the U.S.
Military Academy at West Point for a
media-free reunion with the 52 freed
Americans. A reception at the White
House on Tuesday followed a few
days'seclusion in New York.
Robert's father, Bert Moore, held
the position of Counselor f pr
Administration at the U.S. Embassy
in Teheran when it was stormed by
Iranian militants on November 4,
1979. Few details were known about
the early days of captivity when Bert
Moore called his family about ten
minutes after landing in Wiesbaden,
Unly One Woman Tenured
West Germany, and related some of
the horrifying details of his ordeal.
On April 26, 1980, the day after the
botched American rescue attempt,
Moore was blindfolded, handcuffed
back-to-back with another hostage,
and thrown in tbe back of a jeep for a
nonstop IS-hour drive to a place
outside Teheran. Moore was held at
this unknown location until early
June, when he came down with food
poisoning. He was transferred to
Teheran. where he could be attended
10 by competent physicians. After he
recovered, Moore was placed in a
prison in Teheran. ,
Throughout the time he was held
captive, Moore never saw more than
three or four Americans. According to
son Robert, he was one of the lucky
ones: "Some of the hostages never saw
any other Americans for hundreds of
days at a stretch." Captivity for the
Americans was largely a time of in-
tense boredom. Bert Moore wrote
dozens of letters to alleviate the
tedium, but only eight or nine of them
got through. Moore received most of
his wife's letters, although some were
censored.
Tenured Professor Hartene Maney.
woman on the Kenyon faculty, states
that the lack of more women does not
adversely affect her in the per-
formance of her job, but that there is a
distinct advantage to hiring more
women to continuing positions. She
feels that women in those jobs enjoy a
greater degree of visibility than those
in temporary positions, and thus can
'playa more active role in the com-
munity and serve as a sort of role
model for others.
Faculty at Kenyon receive tenure
after three reviews, which generally
lake place over a period of six or seven
years. The first of these takes place
a Iter the first year, and is conducted by
the appropriate department chair who
then makes recommendations to the
Provost. After another year, a second
reappointment review takes place. For
this, the Provost gathers information
and reports to the President. Finally,
after the equivalent of six years of
teaching, a professor comes up for a
final review, also conducted by the
Provost, which determines whether
that instructor will receive tenure.
Many suggestions have been made
regarding gelling more women on the
continuing faculty, and President
Jordan says that "this whole issue has
been of considerable priority for a
number of years." He goes on to say
thai "persistent attention to hiring
continued on page eight
The hostages were forced to live in
poor conditions, and the food they
were given was barely sufficient "A
typical meal consisted of a chicken or
turkey leg, mashed potatoes, and
canned cherry pie filling," said
Robert Moore spent most of his time
in a small cell furnished only with a
eheap rnanressand aplastic chair.
The politics of the situation in-
trigued Robert Moore. a Political
Science major who recently trans-
ferred from Ohio State. According to
Robert, President Carter ignored
warnings from the Embassy staff that
specifically mentioned the possibility
of a takeover if the ex-Shah was
allowed into the United States, Despite
these warnings, Robert says, Carter
was "pressured by David Rockefeller
and Henry Kissinger to let the Shah
in." Furthermore, Robert says, "the
Shah was allowed in under the false
pretext that he needed a gall bladder
operation. The operation could have
been performed almost anywhere."
The Embassy was captured two weeks
after the Shah came to America.
The news media has exerted a
tangible influence on the lives of the
members of Bert Moore's family,
although Robert says that his family
"chose not to make a career out of the
Iran Crisis, like some hostage
families." Robert's mother
"stonewalled" the press until the
hostages were released, and then held a
press conference. Robert seems
somewhat bitter about some jour-
nalists' tactics: "The media has been
willing 10 do anything for a story-to
be in the living rooms of hostage
families, to see their emotional
responses, to watch their tears flow
President Ronold RcagungreelslheMoore to m ily.
when they see their relatives step off 1can't indulgeinuny rnore speculatlon
the plane in Algiers." forthe press."
Robert claims to be at least half Many of Robert's statements must
joking when he speaks this way about be t a ken as the tongue-in-cheek
the news media. Indeed. a sense of sarcasms they quite obviously are. He
humor has been invaluable to him and all the hostage families have been
throughout the crisis. Once when he under enormous pressure these last
answered the door and was faced with fourteen months. Thequesticn of bow
three microphones, two television they coped must be of secondary
cameras, and several newsmen, importance to the mere fact that they
Robert unblinkingly deadpanned, endured the Crisis, riding an
"Do I get 10 brush my teeth and comb emotional rollercoaster with aplomb
myhair?" and dignity. A sad but true con-
Sometimesthejokesareonthegrim sequence of captivity is that new-
side. About the political implications found freedom is often a more dif-
of the situation, Robert says, "They ficult and demanding time for ex-
should have put the Shah on a plane prisoners than the actual period of
and sent him back to Iran, along with incarceration. Americans everywhere
David Rockefeller and Henry shared the ecstasy and relief of the
Kissinger." And when the hostages hostage reunions; now they must
were finally released, he said, "Too patiently try to ease the readjustment
bad they're already released: It means each hostage has to make.
Professors Horwitz and Coby Begin
Preparations for Summer Institute
By JULIA MARLOWE
In a matter of months, Kenyon's
unique form of Political Science 1-2
may be implemented from New York
to Texas and from Lynchburg to
Kent. This June will mark the
beginning of a summer institute, to
be held here, designed to share with
teachers of political science
throughout the country the in-
troductory course developed here
over the past 15 years.
The course, entitled "The Quest
for Justice", has been a popular one
at Kenyon, consistently enrolling 35-
40 percent of the Freshman class,
many of whom go on to take higher
level courses in Political Science.
This is gratifying to the department,
especially at a time when Political
Science enrollment is lagging at many
institutions. In 1977, the success of
the course resulted in the publication
of a description of its premise and
method of the Newsletter of the
American Political Science
Association. The glut of inquiries
that followed, from institutions
seeking a sound introductory course
to political science, convinced
Kenyon's political scientists that they
had acheived no small success, and
that they could be of substantia
assistance to other school's depar-
0e, ,
> s1 ~,, 0s, .;>~ n
" ~,, a-
Professors Raben HorwilZ and Patrick Cotrr .
rrnents. Thus the idea of a summer political science educators, Profs.
institute was born. Horwitz and Coby considered each
applicant's experience, position, and
area of specialization. They ac-
complished their objective ad-
mirably; as Horwitz observed, "we
are gratified by the breadth,
diversity, and capacity of the ap-
plicants . . our particiapnts will
include teachers and teaching-
chairmen from large and small
colleges and universities, both private
and public, from denominational
and non-denominational schools,
from small, "prestigious" liberal arts
schools, as well as multiversities."
Accordingly, this summer's institute
continued on page eight
With a sizable gram from The
Institute for Educational Affairs
(lEA), the program was made
possible and, in June 1980, Kenyon
professors Robert Horwitz and
Patrick Coby began preparations.
After only limited publicity, they
received applications numbering over
three times the amount of spaces
available and were then faced with
the difficult task of selecting the final
group of twenty participants who will
attend the month-long program this
summer. Seeking a "mix" of
Page Two The Kenyon Colteg.on January 29,1981
Apathetic Representatives
~
Of the 26 members of the Student Council, only 18 bothered to
attend last Sunday's meeting, and only one of those not present
sent a prbxy in his stead. We find this apathy irresponsible and
intolerable.
As the representative body on campus, Council is the voice of the
students. Its members are responsible for living up to the com-
mitment that they made when their constituents selected them: they
must fulfill their duties as Council members. The students who
voted for them deserve at least that much.
We are alarmed that seven Council representatives were so'
apathetic about their responsibilities. Only one of the missing
eight, Peter Dayton, cared enough about Council to send a proxy to
vote for him. Unfortunately, Dayton's replacement was wasting
his time; when the second of two representatives to leave the
meeting walked out at 10:00, Council's quorum went out the door
with him.
For those Council people who chose to remain at the meeting
until its completion, we have nothing but praise. Obviously, they
felt strongly enough about their commitments to engage in in-
formative discussion and do their best to execute the duties they
assumed upon their election. We are disappointed, however, that
as soon as she realized there was no longer a quorum, another
Council member saw fit to leave - quickly. Its number now down
to 15 (580/0 of what it should have been), Council was severely
restricted in its scope, and thus was not able to effectivelygoabout
its business. Without aquorum, it could take no definitive action,
and could only measure opinion by unofficial straw votes.
We realize that Council members have other responsibilities
which demand their attention. We hope that the reason for the
unusually high number of no-shows was not Oakland's an-
nihilation of the Eagles in Super Bowl XV, however. If a
representative knows in advance that slhe will not be ableto attend
a meeting, for whatever reason, it is not unreasonable for the
student body to expect that slhe will attempt to send a proxy in
her/his place. We can only hope, though, that all members of
Council realize that their obligations to their constituents are
serious ones which must be attended to with a sense of respon-
sibility and commitment .
Iran: Sign of the Future?
Without a doubt the hostage crisis calls to mind questions
concerning collective action. After stripping away media and
pomp which celebrates the happy resolution of an isolated in-
cident, we are confronted with an act which is part of a modern
trend. A group of Iranian radicals took hostage 52 Americans.
Such a flouting of both diplomatic protocol and basic human
decency represents a modern willingness to reject any generally
accepted standards of morality in exchange for a more personal
concept of right and wrong. The implications of such an attitude
for the future are explosive. Understanding this way of thought,
we should anticipate action from the greater extremes of
radicalism and conservatism. It is important 10 view the hostage
crisis as a symbol of the possibility of future acts of terrorism
based on the belief that action above all is necessary. We are
creating our own flood. We should consider the possibilities of
building an ark.
Welcome Home
After 14 months of captivity, Mt. Vernon's Bert Moore,
father of Kenyon student Robert Moore, is finally coming home.
We at The Collegian wish to express our heartfelt relief that one
of the darkest periods in American history has ended, and to
praise Mr. Moore for having the courage to endure his hard-
ships.
The Collegian staff joins the rest of the United States in
welcoming the 52 freed Americans home. We hope and pray you
are never separated from us in such a manner again.
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Message Too Vague
To the Editor:
I was rather disturbed by the
overwhelmingly sarcastic tone and
use of vague terms in last week's
Political Forum article by Bryan
Snyder. Any message intended for
the reader was lost amidst a political
jumble.
If his beliefs lead him to interpret
Reagan's inaugural statement,
"Let's make America great again" as
really meaning, "Let's make
America imperial again," that is his
right. But then he should at least
provide some supporting evidence in
addition to defining the context in
which he is writing. Unfortunately,
we are left with this vague statement:
"Leading this new calling will be the
ex-Generalissimo of Nixon's 'Palace
Guard,' General Alexander Haig."
Bryan is correct in bringing to our
attention past American actions like
those in Chile, Vietnam, and
Cambodia. American policy may not
always have been justified in these
cases. We must examine critically
(not one-sidedly) those who will
construct our new foreign policy. It is
difficult to follow a consistent
argument in his article because it is
too often overshadowed by sarcasm
and name-calling. His position, in
addition to denigrating the "right,"
leaves the "left" alone in the dark
with nowhere to go.
lt is my hope that for tho;'sake of
constructive debate ana app-eication
of the issues at hand, with out
refraining from expressing personal
opinions, this "emotional in-
tellectualism" will be overcome by a
more careful and objective approach.
John Willieme
Defends Realpolitik
To the Editor:
The "Vietnam Era" Bryan Snyder
refers to with obvious distaste
(Political Forum, Jan. 22) was largely
a result of hypocritical foreign policies
pursued by the Kennedy and' Johnson
administrations. Richard Nixon and
Henry Kissinaer inherited a war
unwinnable by convenuonal means, a
voting public weary of continued
American presence in Southeast Asia,
and a North Vietnamese negotiating
team intractable in its outrageous
political demands. The years 1968-
1972 marked th-e only effective
wartime use of the "managerial ar-
my" to date. The North Vietnamese
wef"emilitarily compelled to withdraw
most of their demands, while during
the same period the number of
American troops in Vietnam
dramatically declined.
The invasion of Cambodia and the
mining of Haiphong Harbor were
logical military actions employed to
hasten the war's end. Hanoi's
military machine was not able to
recover until 1975, and even then its
boldness was enhanced mightily by
an American Realpolitik wilting in
the shadow of Watergate. Mr.
Snyder suggests the basic aim of
Kissinger's foreign policy-e-tc get
other nations to treat America and
Americans well-was somehow
reprehensible. Recent and current
events are nothing if not a resoun-
ding validation of Realpolitik and its
close cousin, a "strong American
stance. "
John Cubace
Single-Sex Segregation
To the Editor:
It's chauvinistic to keep Kenyon
women from forming a sorority.
Women should have just as much of
a chance to jump on a bandwagon of
artificially enforced sisterhood and
limiting social segregation as the
men.
Two wrongs still don't make a
right, though. Fraternities are no
good in the first place. Give Kenyon
her sorority, though it will join the
fraternities when, happily, they fall
by the wayside in the next few years.
Christopher Hoyle
Reagan Has Opportunity toAlter
Complexion of Supreme Court
By J. SCOTT BARREIT
On January 20, 1981, Ronald
Reagan took the oath of office from
Chief Justice Warren Burger on the
front steps of the Capital. As
millions watched the fortieth
inaugu rarinn , many paused at a
thought inspired by the ceremonial
union of the Chief Executive and the
Chief Justice: Ronald Reagan may
have the opportunity to appoint
several Supreme Court Justices. In
fact, with five of the nine justices
over 70, it seems almost certain that
Reagan will make at least one ap-
pointment.
In 1957, just after receiving his
Masters in Political Science at
Georgetown University, Lyle Den.
niston began reporting for the
Washington Star. Since that time, he
has earned a reputation as one of the
leading authorities on the Supreme
Court among the press. Recently I had
the chance to talk with Mr. Denniston
at hisWashington home.
In assaying the effects of one or
more Reagan appointees, Denniston
points out that many present debates
are decided by 5-4 or 6-3 margins. A
replacement "corning from the far
right or a deeply conservative element
can make a difference," says Den-
niston, adding that a two-seat shift
would probably make a "definite and
profound difference." Two Justices
thought likely to be replaced in the
near future are Thurgood Marshall
and William J. Brennan, both liberals.
Typical perhaps of the kind of
Justices Reagan is likely to choose is
William H. Renquist, a Nixon ap-
pointee and an "active conservative, "
"There is the possibility that Reagan's
administration will bemorepragmatic
than it will be ideological," comments
Denniston. "Reagan will probably
take conservative ends however hecan
get them." Names rumored 10 be
under consideration in the event of a
vacancy include Carla Hills, Hun
secretary during the Nixon years, and
Robert Bork, the former Solicitor
for the Nixon Justice department,
noted for the firing of Watergate
special prosecutor Archibald Cox.
Whatever choices Ronald Reagan
makes it can be certain that Attorney
General William French Smith will
lend inf'luenrlal advice. It is popularly
thought, says Denniston, that Smith
had a large role in the many judicial
appointments made while Reagan was
Governor of California. California
Supreme Court Justice William Clark
is also reported to have been "chosen
on Smith 'sadvice."
To pigeonhole possible Reagan
appointees as conservative, cautions
Denniston, would be incorrect since
Justices never completely fulfill a
January 29, 1981 The Kenyon Collegian Page Three
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Military, Civilian Factions Are Splitting El Salvador
By BILL KOGGAN
Over the last year in EI Salvador,
eight to nine thousand people have
died in the nation's "civil war." The
current government, acoalition ruled
by the Christian Democratic Party,
cxists only with the consent of the
military. The party itself is moderate
and it has instituted a progressive land
redistribution program. Land is
usually given to the peasants in the
form of a commune. This program is
aimed at alleviating the abject poverty
in which the majority of the country
lives. II also serves to undermine
popular support forthe left.
In analyzing the political strife in EI
Salvador, one should make a
distinction between the military and
the civilian segment of the govern-
ment. The activities of the liberation
forces are not directed against the
civilian segment ofthe government but
at the military. The popular loathing
for the military is due to its practices of
extorting protection payments from
peasant communes, denying the
people the right to a popularly elected
government, and permitting andlor
participating in several thousand
political assasinauons. Thedistinction
is often made between the right wing
death squads and the military, but
given the overlapping membership,
this distinction is really not valid. As
long as the military behaves in this
-nanner, the liberation forces in EI
Salvador will have continued popular
SUDPort.
The civilian faction of the govern-
ment has another faction to worry
about, the far right. The far right seeks
to have the military usurp total control
over EI Salvador's polity. Their game
plan is simple: undermine the
economy and assassinate as many
leftists as possible. This would
hopefully provoke a military coup
d'etat. Among the right's feats is the
assassination of eight Americans, four
of them nuns. Robert White, former
ambassador to El Salvador, claims
Polish Solidarity Union
Forces Government Action
By BRY AN SNYDER
During the past week, a group of
Polish workers in independent unions
known as Solidarity has, through a
series of strikes, been pushing the
Polish government to rna ke good on its
previous promises and to make new
concessions to the unions.
Union leader Lech Walesacalled for
a work stoppage on January 24 to
bolster the group's demand for a
shortened work week and to
demonstrate the cohesiveness of the
new union. Walesa estimated
Solidarity's size at ten million
members, and though previously
cautious about leading the unions into
strikes, he now has a firm enough base
toconfront the Warsaw Regime.
The tactic of "warning strikes' over
a prolonged period is being employed
to expedite government action on
implementation of the stalled August
31 agreements, which the government
is trying desperately to bury. These
agreements would undercut the power
of the centralized party-dominated
regime by decentralizing planning and
centro}, Provisions of the agreement
Include: union access to the media'
easing of censorship; the release or
political detainees; the legal
organization of a farmers' union; and
formalization of the status of existing
mdependenr unions.
The Soviets are not at all pleased
that the Polish government isceding to
these demands, since the unions will
undermine the authority of the Soviet-
modeled and dominated regime. To
permit such organized dissention in
Poland would destabilize Soviet
hegemony over much of Eastern
Europe and invite further dissent
within the Soviet Union.
This may lead one to ask why the
Solidarity unions continue to con front
the government, if there is the danger
of Soviet troops occupying Poland.
Perhaps Walesa and the other
S.olidarity leaders are not only con-
fIdent of their domestic support, but
also ofthe Soviets' inability to act.
The Russians would not like to open
a second front which would com-
Plicate the current quagmire in
Afghanistan and allow the Chinese to
consider ironing out some border
disputes due to the depletion of Soviet
troop strength. Polish resistance
would be organized and protracted,
something that would cost the Soviets
far more than a little divergence from
their notions of a Socialist path.
Intervention in Poland would
probably split the church between
Moscow and Bucharest. The
Rumanian Premier has warned the
Russians about intervention, and
would likely go the way of Tito in
jumping camp.
The Communist parties of Europe
have expressed support for the
Solidarity union's struggle, especially
the labor-based Italian and French
c.p .'5. When he visited Italy recently,
Walesa did far more than
"nationalize" with the Pope; he
gained strong vocal support from
Italy'S COIL Workers' Federation,
which warned the Soviets not to in-
tervenernilirarily.
The Soviets must start a ppeas ing the
Euro-Communists and the potential
renegades (Rumania) if they want
Russia to maintain any credibility as a
Socialist leader in the world, and stop
anydrift to the West.
When the American media,
especially television, views this
situation, it always emphasizes the
Soviets' one-dimensional military
"nature." This presentation of the
news is designed for domestic con-
sumption in the same way that the
Russian press Floated stories of an
inevitable U.S. invasion of Iran. Each
side portrays the other as a militaristic
barbarian, and the reporting becomes
hype which does not accurately reflect
the reality and subtle nature of the
current problcmsin Poland.
Solidarity has called for two general
strikes, on January 28 and Februar yj.
Examine how the Polish government
deals with Ihe situation, not how
Pravda covers it, since Moscow's
option of expediency in allowing the
Polish c.P. to try to keep a lid on
things tsa policy of necessity .
that these death sq uads are financed by
extremely wealthy El Salvadorians
living in Guatemala and Miami,
Florida. This is a classic popular vs.
elite civil war.
A nst of the possible and the
probable courses of action which the
current administration may pursue
and their consequences areas follows:
first, the DRN, the coalition which
forms the political front of the
liberation forces in El Salvador, has
proposed a negotiated peace. The
negotiations would be between the
U.S. and themselves. They have only
one demand: free and open in-
ternationally supervised elections.
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Herethe U.S. would finditself playing
the same role England played in
Rhodesia. This would keep the U.S. on
good terms with Mexico and other
liberal governments in the region.
The second option is that the U.S.
could increase military aid to the
current regime. This move could have
three possible outcomes. First, the
government would maintain (or gain)
control and power relations would
stay the same as they are now. This is
unlikely. The second scenario is that
the government would, as it has
hinted, hold elections in 1982. They
would be closed, however, Third, the
right could seize total control (or the
government could simply not stop the
guerilla movement). This, in turn,
would lead to increased military aid to
the left from its foreign supporters.
These events would of course lead to
another Viet Nam-t ype war.
Regardless of how the current
government behaves, the Reagan
administration will most likely in-
crease arms shipments.
This is most probable because of
Reagan's, Haig's, and Kirkpatrick's
racist and imperialistic views. In
this month's issue of a
commentary magazine,
Jeanne J. Kirkpatrick stated that
within the western hemisphere, "The
U.S. could and should intervene
(overtly or covertly) to prevent the
establishment of unpalatable
governments." Of course we can
assume "unpalatable" to mean any
type of communist government. This
may have been an internationally
acceptable opinion in the 50's, but I
suggest Reagan awaken.
It is now 1981. America imports
several million barrels of oil a day and
several million cubi c feet of natural gas
a day. From Mexico we receive
730,000 barrels of oil daily and 36
million cubic feet of natural gas. The
current president of Mexico, Lopez
Parrillo, was the first to recognize the
Sandanista government in Nicaragua.
Also, he has recently loosened ties with
the current government in EI Salvador
and strengthened ties with Castro.
From these indications, wecan assume
he will not sit back and watch while the
U.S. does what it pleases in Latin
America. We should also assume that
other Latin American countries and
Western Europe (especially the
socialist factions) will not simply
watch. The world is not the same as it
was in I%5. It's time Reagan and his
supporters took off their rose-colored
glasses and realize the world comes in
more than one shade of red.
"It UXlS the best of Times,
It was the worst of Times"
By PARKERMONRO[
British citizens and newspaper
enthusiasts throughout the world were
distressed last week by the news that
The Times (of London), a publication
which has set standards of journalistic
excellence for nearly two centuries,
has been sold to Australian newspaper
magnate Rupert Murdoch.
The Times, considered by many to
be the best written newspaper printed
in the English language, had been
undergoing financial difficulties for
some time. During 1979, craft unions
struck the paper, closing operations
for eleven months. In the Fall of 1980,
editors and writers struck for eight
days.
Lord Thomson, a Canadian, and
heir to the Thomson press empire
which owns papers in Britain, Canada,
and the United States, announced the
firm's proposed sale of The Timesand
The Sunday Times on October 22 of
last year. Althoughtheannouncement
was not totally unexpected by those
familiar with the labor and financial
troubles the publication has ex-
perienced (The Times lost about $36
million last year), a wave of shock
nevertheless rippled through the
Publishing Community .
The sale of The Times. The Sunday
Times and the three sister
publications, The Times Literary
Supplement. The Times Educational
Supplement and The Times Higher
Educational Supplement, to Rupert
Murdoch will insure the continued life
of those publications. But at what
cost?
Mr. Murdoch is well known
throughout publishing circles as
perhaps the least reputable or
honorable man in the business. Owner
of various Australian newspapers.
The Village Voice, and The New
York Post, he is famous for his
sensationalist tendencies in print.
Caring nothing for the integrity of
the publications which he owns, it
seems to many that Mr. Murdoch's
sole interest is to make his products
sell. Huge headlines of such dubious
journalistic quality as "Infemot;"
describing an event in New York City
several weeks ago, are Mr. Mur-
doch's trademark.
Mr. Murdoch's bad reputation has
almost no limits. TheNew York Times
reported Saturday that "journalists
have been distressed by reports from
Murdoch papers, especially The New
York Post, of the way he involves
himself personally in editorial affairs.
Alluding to him in an emergency
resolution passed two days before the
.sete was announced, the union (the
'National Union of Journalists) said:
'The record of proprietorial in-
terference in editorial decisions issuch
that we have grave doubts that our
traditions of objectivity, balance and
independence could be sustained.'"
The same newspaper article, en-
titled "London Times Says Murdoch
Bid Could Provide Financial
Security," docs state that Mr. Mur-
doch has given The Times
"satisfactory guarantees of editorial
independence,"and also reports
statements made by members of other
unions supporting Mr _ Murdoch.
Nonetheless, the mood of Britain's
newspaper world isa gloomyone.
Will The Times, more the treasure
of pundits than pubcrawlers, be
turned into a sensationalist money-
maker by this despicable Aussie? Let
us hope not. Otherwise, what is
described as "a 195-year-old paper
that has been the symbol of jour.
nalisnc excellence and the pattern for
other quality newspapers around the
world" by William Borders of The
New York Times, will be lost.
Mr. Murdoch is considered
something of a journalistic un-
touchable in New York. During the
strike which closed The New York
DailyNews. TheNew York Timesand
The New York Post in 1978, Murdoch
made an agreement with the striking
newspaperunionsthat ThePos!would
abide by whatever agreement was
reached between the strikers and the
management at the other two papers.
By doing so, he was able to resume
publishing his newspaper in a media-
starved New York City and to reap
huge benefits from a captive ad-
vert ising market.
Although outraged by Murdoch's
move, management of the other two
papers were helpless. However, after
an agreement had been reached some
time later, they decided to fight back.
So badly did the newspaper world of
New York want Rupert Murdoch out
of the business, that they conspired to
steal away his advertisers. Unfor-
tunately, their attempts were un-
successful.
In one way, The Times and its sister
publications may well be better off
under Mr. Murdoch than they were
under Lord Thomson. A deft political
manucvcrer, Mr. Murdoch may be
able to convince union leadership to
allow The Times modern equipment
such as computers for typesetting and
phorccompcsiricn, long a feature of
other modern newspapers. Further, he
may be able to fund the newspaper
sufficiently. so that it will show its first
profit in many years.
Intelligent British newspaper
readers have seen their fill of trashy
papers with half-clad, roundish page
three girls. There is a world of dif-
ference between The Post and The
Times. It is a long way from mid-town
Manhattan to Fleet Street. May Mr
Murdoch respect the honor of the
finest English newspaper.
No one views happily the death of
great traditions. However, it might
have been better to allow The Times
to die honorably than risk its being
brought to its knees by Mr. Rupert
Murdoch. If that risk ever appears
imminent to union members in
Britain, a strike against Mr. Mur-
doch personally might well be in
order.
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From My Bicycle Seat by Michael M. Brownstein
What About Tonight Baby?
'"""11::£c..& I'!I
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Sports Psychology Discussed
Dr. Keith Bell, former All-American swimmer at Kenyon, will speak on
"Handling Pressure" at 8 p.m. February 5 in the Biology Auditorium.
Right now a psychologist in private practice in Austin, Texas, Bell works
with athletes of all ages on enhancing athletic performance and en-
joyment. He has taught courses on sports psychology in several univer-
sities, and recently published a book on the subject. The lecture, open to
the public, will be followed bya reception.
Musicians To Play Waltzes o
An evening of Viennese Waltzes will be presented this Tuesday,
February 3 at 8 p.rn. in Rosse Hall Auditorium on the Kenyon College
Campus. The Brahms Liebeslieder Waltzes, Op. 52 and 65 will be per-
formed by Diane Reiss. soprano; Virginia Cameron, contralto; David
Liles, tenor; and Daniel V. Robinson, bass. Lois Brehm and Stephen Self
will be the accompanying pianists. Mr. Robinson and Mrs. Brehm areon
the faculty of Kenyon College, and Mrs. Brehm is also on the faculty ofMt.
vernon Nazarene College, as are all the other performers. The per-
formance will be repeated at Mt. Vernon Nazarene College on Thursday,
February 5 at 8 p.m. Both performances are open to the public without
charge.
(October /977)
I'minlove.
My roommate thinks I'm crazy. My
friends ridicule me. But, I'm really in
love.
Her name is Gloria and she lives at
Gund (the gamerocm, that is). You
see. to mere plebians (outsiders)she is
referred to as the Toledo pinball
machine. To me, Gloria is beauty
beyond beauty. The sensuous smile
and the gleeful giggle that she
manifests send shivers down my
spine. Time seems irrelevant when I'm
with her. The vitality and vivacity the
she possesses make even the shortest
times together a wonderful ex-
perience.
There are many others who love her
too. Take my friend Ferguson for
example. Ferguson is a senior at
Kenyon who has had a four year love
affair with Gloria and the four other
Gund girls. Just recently we were
discussing our emotional relationship
with them. Ferguson's current flamers
Cecily (Space Mission-for those less
infonned).
''Cecily and I have really hada good
relationship so far, Mike" Ferguson
said. "We've only been together for a
week now, but things have been getting
pretty intimate lately. Just the other
day when I was with her, she gave me
six free games when I only deserved
two! Now that's what I call a nice
gesture."
"You better be careful," I replied.
"Things may be moving faster than
you think. Cecily could have other
morivesin mind."
"I wouldn't think of it. Cecily isn't
rhartype of girl." Welaughed.
"Well, what do you think of
Gloria?" I asked with asatisfledsrntle.
"I enjoyed being with Gloria. I'm
sure that you'll both havean enjoyable
relationship. Gloria is quite sensitive
and gets hurt easily. She's a very nice
person who needs affection in order
for her to give love."
relationships go down the gutter ."
A beckoning bell called for us. We
turned around 10 see who wanted us.
He said apologetically, "I'm sorry,
Mike, we can't talk any longer . Cecily
is quite angry at me. I promised that I 'd
be with her ten minutes ago. She's the
possessive type, you know."
1 nodded in agreement with him,
smiled, and said, "00 ahead, You two
have a good time." Ferguson went
over to Cecily and soon the bells began
to ring. I looked over to see what
Gloria was doing. Shewas flirting with
some other guy. I wasn't going to
interrupt them. She has her rights too.
Dejected, I walked slowly back to my
room todosomemore homework.
So the next time you're in the
gameroom say hello to the girls. Tell
them that Mike and Ferguson sent
you. REMEMBER: Hands orr
Gloria!
(P.S. }onuaryl98J)
"I know that," I understandingly
replied. "It'll be a totally fair
relationship." Changing to a less
sensitive topic I inquired, "What arc
the other girls like?"
"Well, I had a long involvement
with Angie. My basic problem with her
was that I was advancing too quickly
toward her and was stonewalled
for all my efforts. Things
bottomed out considerably
during our year and a half relation-
ship, but then one day things came to
anabruptend.'
"What happened?" I queried.
"I don't know. I guess l just wasn't
able to break through to her," he
quietly answered.
"That'sashame," I replied.
"Now Sophie (Chicago) was ..
different story," he mused. "She
played hard to get, but I played a
harder game. That's a woman I really
respect. I guess our feelings were
mutual. Soon, I was the only one she
gave free games to," he proudly
proclaimed.
"What about Sandy?"
inquisitively enquired. Ferguson was
quiet. "Well?" I further pursued.
"I'd rather not talk about it. Let's
just sayit was pretty messy."
Realizing my faux pas, I quickly
changed tact. "Do you think that your
involvement with the girls has been too
costly?"
"Well, when you're young andin
love .. "
Inez Reads Her Poetry
Colette Inez will read selections
from her poetry Sunday at 8:30 p.m.
in Peirce Lounge. A native of
Brussels, Ms. Inez has lived in the
U.S. since she was eight years old.
She has taught English as a second
language and conducted poetry
workshops all over the country. She
hopes to see a change in poetry from
being distinctively male or female in
its appeal to two more universal arts:
"I still bell eve the 'female' ex-
perience is culturally, socially, and
even organically unique. The
man/woman differentiation tends to
be fairly strong in the works of either
gender. This may change and I'm still
hopeful. "
Ms. Inez's visit is sponsored by the
poetry ci rcuit of Ohio. A recept ion will
follow her reading.
Love, like pinball, is often an ob-
session. My affection for Gloria grew
daily. Then, one day, Gloria was gone
- she had left without a word.
I have only recently returned to
Gloria's former dwelling. The boys arc
still there; however, the machines have
changed - they are sans flippers,
computer-equipped, and speak in a
deeper tone. By most everybody's
standards. they are a cooler breed of
machine. They are stingy about giving
wins - nowadays, everybody loses.
However, no one seems ro mind.
Wahcah-wahcah, the newest
resident in Gund, is getting more than
her share of attention. The boys tend
to hover around her like a female dog
in heat - they areall anxious for their
turn.
Also, the price you pay for their
companionship has increased. When I
use to play. being middle class was
respectable. Nowadays you have to be
amillionaire.
Young Artists Series Continues
A Program of Opera Excerpts will be presented this Friday, January 30
at 8 p.rn. in Rosse Hall Auditorium on the Kenyon College Campus. The
program is the third in Kenyon's Young Artists Series. Soloists Judith
Malafronte, mezzo-soprano; and Roger Andrews, baritone will perform
music by Purcell, Donizetti, Rossini, Mendelssohn, Bizet, Saint-Saens
and Puccini.
Ms. Malafronte, who lives in New York City, has toured this country
with manyoperettaand early music ensembles, including the Ensemble for
Early Music and the N. Y. Renaissance Band. She has toured both North
and South America with the well-known Waverly Consort, Ms.
Malafronte has also appeared as soloist with the Chautauqua Opera and
the N. Y. Lyric Opera. She has made recordings with Columbia Records
and with the Musical Heritage Society.
Roger Andrews joined the Kenyon Music Department this year. His
most recent opera engagement was this summer with the Opera
MeJropolirana in Caracas, Venezuela. Last spring Mr. Andrews toured
the United States as Captain Corcoran in the Glonanna Productions
performance of Oil bert and Sullivan's H.M.S, Pinafore.
Tickets forthe performance Fridaywill be available at the door _
"Aw, come on Ferguson! You can
do better than that."
"Okay. Our relations were never
really strained. At times, the financial
burden of our dates was a bit more
than I could afford, but the girls
understood. The girls also demand
constant attention. If you can't give
them the affection they require, you
might as well look for another
girlfriend. Personally, I've seen many
Bells GiveMusic to Kenyon Community
now he is keeping pace with a hectic
schedule. He would like to play at
commencement.
When Robert first entered Kenyon
as a freshman, he talked to Reverend
Srelk , who willingly showed him the
bells. At that time, Robert recalls,
the bells were in need of some work
so he fixed and replaced parts in the
spring of his freshman year. His hard
work paid off; the bells were ready in
time to be rung on Easter.
All the bell music that Robert plays
is on a F major scale. According to
Robert, "No specific training is
needed [to play the chapel bells). We
only have ten bells . but there are
a few tricks to be learned for making
the bells ring properly. You must
strike the clapper against the bell and
back off, allowing it to ring."
He grinningly confesses thai the
exertion of holding his arm out to
keep the pump handle down makes
his arm "pretty heavy after a long
time!"
Blythe got the hang of playing the
bells after playing just a few songs.
He has a musical background, with
training on the piano and clarinet.
Additionally, he reveals, "I live
500 feet from one of the finest
carillons in the world in Springfield,
Illinois." A carillon is a set of fixed
bells pitched in a chromatic series of
two octaves. Blythe has long had an
interest in the practice of bell-
ringing.
By LISA MESAROS
Bloom Discusses Modernity "It's a lot of fun," says junior
Robert Blythe, who rings the bells in
the tower of the Church of the Holy
Spirit on special occasions and
Sundays.
All the bells are stationary except
for one, the lowest bell, which is set
on a wheel. This bell. F natural, does
not toll the hour - it rang for the
hostages ill Iran.
Robert is the only person who
rings the chapel bells. His bell-
ringing schedule is quite active.
"Every Sunday after church I ring
hymns that fit the Sunday mood."
Also. "I rang on Homecoming and
freshman week."
He adds with a laugh, "We do not
have bats in the belfry. They are
found in Rosse Hall, Hill Theater
and a few other places." There aren't
even pigeons in the belfry any longer,
because it is screened off.
He promises, "In the spring when
m, "-l:dtlJ ..r b nice aml I have more
time, I'll play more songs." Right
Allan Bloom, noted political scicnnsi, will lecture on the subjccr j
"Rousseau and Tocqueville on the Crisis of Modernity" at 8 p.m. in the
Biology Auditorium Kenyon students may be familiar with Bloom for
his translation of The Republic. commentaries on Machiavelli and
many other political philosophers In addition to the lecture, Bloom will
speak in some Political Science classe-s during the day. Bloom's visit is
sponsored by studemlecturcships. His interest has provided him with
some fascinating facts about the
early ages of bell-ringing. The
Kenyon chapel bells, he says, were
made by Menelly and Kimblier in
Troy, New York and brought to
Gambier.
Most bells nowadays are made in
England orcontinental Europe.
Rutherford B. Hayes donated $50
for the purchase of the bells.
The Shadow Box Presented
Michael Christofer's The Shadow Box will be pre-sented next weekend
in the- Bolton Theater. The play concerns people's re-actions to terminal
illness. It tells the Story from three very different perspectives provided
by three families: an old woman and her spinster, a working-class
husband, wife and son, and a homosexual, his lover and his ex-wife.
Christofer also wrote c..c. Pyle and the Bunion Derby, which
premiered at Kenyon two years ago.
Tickets will be available at the Bolton Theater box office starting
Wednesday, Jan. 28 from I p.m. to 5 p.m. Admission is $3.50; free to
students with i.d.
He reflects, "I've been accused of
playing non-liturgical songs on the
bells. I'm playing for a whole
community, a larger audience. If a
song can fit those ten notes, I'm not
averse to playing it."
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Ars Musica Goes for Baroque
ByKENNETH TAYLOR
A large, responsive audience heard
Ars Musica, a Baroque orchestra, in
Rosse Friday night. The concert w.as
the third of four III the Gund Series
presented by Faculty Lectureships.
The program struck a balance
between rarely heard works by Biagio
Marini and Jan Dlsmas Zelenka and
more familiar music by Handel and
1.S. Bach. Each half of t~e concert
ended with a 'Brandenburg concerto,
drawn from the set of six Bach works
which are supreme examples of High
Baroq ue concerto writing.
Bach performances these days tend
to fall into three camps. There's the
electronic Bach or the jazzy Bach, in
which the notation is realized in
mediums such as synthesizer and jazz
combo, which were unknown and
probably unimaginable to Bach. Then
there's Bach as played by symphony
musicians who occasionally play
Baroque music with instruments and
interpretive sensibilities honed by their
very different primary repertory,
approximately from Beetho~en
through Mahler. Ars Musica
represents a third came. which uses
instruments from Bach's time and
principles of performance which his
comemporaries described. All three
approaches can lead to interesting
results, and all. require enormo~s
numbers of choices, because music
notation is inherently incomplete and
each concert hall different. When Ars
Musica or similar groups use original
instruments and modes of per-
formance, they are establishing an
aesthetic con text for their choices, a set
of parameters within which they can
movefreely.
Paradoxically, Bach or original
instruments is as new a phenomenon
of our musical life as the electronic or
the jazzy Bach. Although the
spadework was begun over a century
ago, it wasn't until about 1960that the
first Baroque orchestra with
professional standards and schedules
began to record and concertize in
Europe. Ars Musica, which formed in
1970 in Ann Arbor, is the oldest in
North America (there are now others
in Boston and Toronto). Such a
pioneering enterprise was possible in a
small city like Ann Arbor because of
the imagination and determination of
Ars Musica's founder and musical
director, Lyndon Lawless, working
with a core mem bership of a ha If dozen
players.
Clarity was a hallmark of Friday
night's program - clarity of accent,
melodic shape, harmonic progression,
and texture. Ornaments, whether part
of the score or added by the players as
in the exquisite slow movement of
Brandenburg No.5, were played with
a keen understanding of their ex-
pressive values and never degenerated
10 formulae. The comparatively thin.
'bright sound of the strings etched each
line of Bach's polyphony, which can
easily become confused when clothed
in the vibrato-laden sonorities of a
later style. Articulations were light, yet
crisp, thanks to the readiness with
which the instruments 'spoke' when
bowed and tongued. Dance impulses,
irresistible components of the fast
movements, were always explicit,
though never more so than in a
delightful dance suite by the early
Baroque composer Biagio Marini
which followed the billiant opening
concerto, Handel's Op. 6 No. I. The
author of the program notes was right
in pointing out that Baroque violins
are quieter than their modernized
counterparts, yet some musical
Review
The Art of Quilting
ByHOWARD and JUDY SACKS
elements emerged with greater
urgency than one is used to hearing,
especially the pungency of d issona nces
and the sweetness of their resolution.
Eccentric harmony and un-
predictable phrases characterized
Hypocondria by Jan Dismas Zelenka,
a Czech contemporary of Bach. In a
few impromptu remarks to the
audience, Lawless suggested that the
work, more bizarre than beautiful,
might represent the state of mind ofa
manic-depressive. This work and the
Handel piece provided the only op-
pnrtunities to hear oboes and bassoon
with the strings. The double reeds
added weight and richenss. but in the
harmonically challenging
Hypocondria the bassoonist's in-
tonation occasionally did not equal
tha t 0 f t he other bass instruments.
In true 18th-century fashion,
Lawless directed the group while
playing first violin. Generally the
music profited by the give-and-take
which resulted from each musician's
having to concentrate intently on the
others, rather than taking his cue from
a conductor, but in the Brandenburg
No.4 a momentary imprecision in the
first movement and a runaway tempo
in the last underscored the fact that
their piece is new 10 the group's
repertory this month.
The most spectacular solo playing
of the evening cam from harp-
sichordist Penny Crawford in the
Brandenburg No.5. The harpsichord
cadenza, which comprises about a
third of the first movement, probably
takes us as close as we can get to the one
talent among his many which most
amazed Bach's contemporaries, his
keyboard improvisation. Here was a
prime example of the fusion of a
musical style with the articulate
brilliance of the inst rument on which it
was played.
Ars Mustca's achievement as an
ensemble was greater than that of its
individual members, however.
Further public exposure can only
increase the appeal of this fresh ap-
proach to Baroque music.
This
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Week's Projections
•• Small Change
0000000000000000000090000000000000000000000000000000
shock moments. There is a pervasive
•• claustrophobic tone which should
thrill you and make you long for one
bare moment oflight relief.Small Change. Directed by Francois
Truff'aut. With Geory Desmouceaux,
Phillipe Goldman. French with
English subtitles. 104 mins . 1976. Fri.,
Jan. 30, IOp.m., Rosse. Sun., Feb. 1,8
p.m., Rosse.
In Smart ChangeTruffaut returns to
one of his favorite themes by con-
structing a complex and graceful
mosaic around the lives of several
children in the provincial town of
Thiers, France. Working with non-
actors, Truffaut masterfully elicits
moments of raucous hilarity and
genuine trauma, demonstrating a
vision of childhood that is profound
and wise, realistic and entertaining.
This film shows how children are
simply miniature adults. but have
their own particular anxieties and
loves, exislingin' 'a stateof grace."
•• Wail Until Dark ••
altogether, Crow and the others
represented in the show regard the
For generations, quilting has quiltasanartisticaestheticmedium,as
brought women together to transform valid as the canvas.
bits of material, often salvaged from Crow's slide presentation reflected
favorite clothing, into coverings of a belief that in order to appreciate the
visual delight as well as utility. art.one must Iirst discover the arusr's
Reflecting their makers' resour- sources of inspiration. We were
cefulness and imagination, quilts treated to sh~)(s of lush gar-den
warm the spirit as well as the body by ,-vegetables, ominous summer s~les,
preserving treasured patterns and fellow qunters, and eve~ the lar~
linking one generation of quilters to worker who ":loved Crow s co~n cnb
the next. The quilt show which (pre~ntly being converted mto a
Professor Joyce Parr has brought to studio}; all of these mfluences,. we
the Colburn Gallery (January 19 imagine, i~for:n th: artist's e~otlOns
through February 8), presents the and. unagmanon III execuung her
work of contemporary quilters- designs.
"Quilts and Women's Lives," a
film shown on Saturday morning,
conveyed the significance of quilts as
symbols of love in family relation-
ships. Cameo narrations by several
different women revealed the
widespread tradition of passing on
quilts to family members at the most
critical stages of life-birth, marriage,
death. Saturday's day-Iongworkshop
on quilting provided hands-on ex-
perience for beginners and advanced
quilters alike, under the guidance of
Crow and other quilters in the show.
Ultimately, "Contemporary
Quilts" makes two important
statements. First, too often the
traditional arts are seen as quaint
artifacts, of interest only to the
nostalgic. These quilts express the
seven women and one man-who living experience of the artists in their
transform a traditional medium into a everyday lives. As such, this is good,
complexcolltemporaryartform. vital traditional art. Second, these
The show opened Friday night with artists exercise their creativity in
a slide presentation/lecture by Nancy response to the communities in which
Crow, an Ohio artist of they live, and in turn their work
diverse t alenls whose enhances community life. Rarely does
quilt s have recei ved what is lJsuallycollsidered "art" invite
national acclaim. One· of us to share in its creation as well as its
Crow's chief contributions to con· appreciation. As such, contemporary
temporary quilting IS her innovatIon quilt art is inclusive, not exclusive in
of stnp-plecing. In effect, she creates character. The show thus presents not
new fabrics by sewing together dif- only successful traditional art, but
ferent fabric pieces; she subsequently qualityanaswell.
cuts and pieces the new composite
material as if it were fresh from the Howard Sacks is an Ass;stant
bolt. In this way, the artist exercises Professor of Antllro-
even greater controlo\ler the forms she po(ogyISociofogy. Judy Sacks
Works with, no longer limited to the is an editor at Charles Merr;f/
materials of someone else's designs. Publishing Company. Both areac/;ve
Eschewing traditional patterns intheFolkloreSoc;ety.
Wail"Ul1lilDark. Directed by Terence
Young, With Audrey Hepburn, Alan
Arkin, Richard Crenna, Jack Weston,
E. Zimbalist, Jr. 108mins. 1967. Sat.,
Jan. 31,8 p.m., Rosse. Sun" Feb.l, 10
p.m.
A photographer unwittingly
smuggles a drug-filled doll into New
York, and his blind wife, alone in their
flat, is terrorized by murderous crooks
in search of it.
This is a sharp thriller with plentyof
•• ••Sierra Madre
The Treasure of the Sierra Madre.
Written and directed by John Huston.
With Humphrey Bogan, Tim Holt,
Walter Huston. B/W.126mins.1948.
Fri., Jan. 30, 8 p.m., Bio. Aud. Sat.,
Jan. 31, 10 p.m., Rosse.
The Treasure oj the Sierra Madre is
the story of men without women, it
traces the Mexican adventure of three
goldseekers in 1920. The unemployed
Americans, played by Humphrey
Bogart (Ihe paranoic vagrant), Tim
Holt (wastrel and Texan), and Walter
Huston (the aging prospector), meet in
a flophouse, start talking big, and are
soon off to the Sierra Madre to search
for gold. As they begin to realize their
dreams of wealth, cabin fever and
greed cause them to lose faith in each
other.
Walter Huston, the director's
falher, is excellent; his quiet wisdom
puts the Bogart and Holt characters to
shame. Supporting the three main
actors is a cast of talented Mexicans
who help this film achieve an authentic
atmosphere.
Allhough the movie is anexercise in
machismo nearly verging on sen-
timentality, it is still entertaining and
worthwhile, so, "Laugh, my boy.
Laugh."
•• Twelve Chairs
The Twelve Chairs. Written and
directed by Mel Brooks. With Ron
Moody, Frank Langella, Dam
DeLuise, Bridget Brice, Diana
Carpland, Mel Brooks. Color. 93
mins. 1970. Wed., Feb. 4, 10 p.rn.,
Rosse.
Off we go across the plains ofR ussia
led by our trusty guide Mel Brooks!
After destroying Broadway in his firS!
Film. (The Producers), Brooks
decides to take on a larger adversary:
the Soviet Union just after the
revolution. In The Twelve Choirs,
Vorobyaninov, a former aristocrat
(Ron Moody) is joined by a rogue
named Ostap Bender(Frank Langella)
and a priest (Dam DeLuise) inasearch
for :50,000 rubles worth of rubies
hidden in the upholstery of a chair-
one of a set that belonged to the
nobleman's family before the
revolution.
Does this film provide a thoughtful
analysis of the nature of revolution
and the relationship between hislOry
and the individual'! No, but who wams
to know about that stuff anyway'! This
film mocks everything we hold near
and dear: greed, violence, tedious
Russian novels-the list goes on.
Add a famastic appearance by Mel
Brooks as the inevitable faithful old
family servant, and you have a very
funny film.
••
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Lords Shock 10th-Ranked Baldwin-Wallace
By DAVE DEACON
With seven seconds remaining
Saturday night, sophomore forward
Mike Barrett stood at the free throw
line with a chance to extend the
Lord's 57-55 lead, and ice one of the
most startling upsets in recent
Kenyon history. His shot arched
high, struck the front lip of the rim,
caromed off the backboard, and then
roJled lazily around the hoop, finally
dropping in. With that the Lords
went on to shock Baldwin-Wallace,
the tenth-ranked Division III team in
the country, 58-57, at the same time
breathing new hope and promise into
what center Bill Melis had called a
"frustrating year."
No one expected Kenyon to have a
chance in this game, least of the
Yellow Jackets, who entered the
game cool and loose, taking their
warm-ups casually. The first half did
nothing to change anyone's mind.
The Lords appeared intimidated,
turning the ball over six times and
making only 32070of their shots from
the field, some of which were
blocked and others which hit nothing
but air. The Lords shot so poorly
that coach Jim Zak later said, "the
first half was the worst offensive dis-
play of basketball I've seen since
coaching at Kenyon." In spite of
this, Kenyon trailed only 31-22 at
lead with I:21 left. At this point Bill
Melis (13 pts., 7 rebounds) fouled Out
of the game. Melis, along with Gary
Reinke (14 pts., 8 reb's), had been
pivotal in stopping B-W's potent
offense. Without him, the Yellow.
Jackets chipped away at Kenyon's
lead, while the Lords appeared
tentative once again.
Parasitical,Bandwagon Followers;
A Nuisance to Loyal Brown Fans
The only Sunday experience worse
than a hangover is reading the
editorial page in The Plain Deafer. If
allowing obstreperous dolts to ex-
press their opinions about the
economy, Iran, and the Soviet Union
isn't enough to contort rationale,
recently The Plain Deafer invited the
residents of greater Cleveland to
voice their views about the Cleveland
Browns' loss to the Oakland Raiders.
Through this invitation, several
addlebrains were given a chance to
present their garbled perceptions of
how football is played, and how a
team should be managed.
In all fairness, it must be noted
that several of the letters were of an
intelligent nature. Many of the
writers respected head coach
Rutiglaino's choice in throwing the
ill-fated pass, and his rectitude in
accepting the blame for the game's
final outco-r- On' OD 01"''''''0 on......
ungratefuls believe that Rutigliano
should be dragged out of town by a
rope for his ineptitude in running a
football team. What is even worse is
that these people embar ass them-
selves (and their town) by making
themselves heard through the printed
word. 1 cringe when 1 know that
people of this nature reside in
my hometown saying such things as,
"How many times have Sam's calls
hun the team or given other teams
more time to score?" "Because Sam
Rutigliano made a stupid decision
they won't be in the semifinals. I'm
tired of hearing his favorite excuse,
'No one play wins or loses a game:
Oh yeah?"
These people are fait-weather,
parasitical followers of the Browns.
If someone would have asked these
same people how the Browns would
have fared at the beginning of the
season, they probably would have
just laughed and shook their heads.
"No way in hell the Browns will do
anything this year," they would say,
"no defense."
Winning the AFC Central Division
title was a monumental ac-
complishment by Sam Rutigliano. for
it's true, the Browns did not and do
not have a great defense. They have a
weak and jumbled secondary that
needs off-season work. But what is
most commendable about Rutigliano
is how he lost. After Brian Sipe threw
the interception Rutigliano came up to
him and hugged him. Could you
imagine Tom Landry doing the same
thing to Danny White? Landry was
probably probing his computer for a
new quarterback after the loss to
Philadelnhia.
Soon after a city gets a winner, It
often forgets what it's like 10 be a
loser. After a taste of Corinth,
Sisyphus forgot all about Hades, and
likewise after this year the Cleveland
fans forgot all about the last eight. I
remember back in 1975 when Iwent
to the Brown's last seasonal game
with the Kansas City Chiefs .. The day
before, three different people offered
me tickets because they had better
things to do than watch' 'a bunch of
losers." The Browns had won four
games the who le year under the
command of Nick "up-the-middle, a
sweep, a down-and-out, and a punt"
Skorich.
I attended the game with a friend,
and surprisingly, they won something
like 40-16. Greg Pruitt had a
tremendous day with over 150 yards,
and two or three touchdowns. But
what I remember most vividly is' the
crowd at the game. The attendance
was the lowest ever iij Browns history
-41 ,ODD-but the crowd was themost
loyal I have ever witnessed. Richard
Nixon once said that politics and
football were very much alike. Which
is a very perceptive statement made
by one who should ,know. When
Nixon's strategy (Watergate, the
Plumbers) backfired, very few of the
record electorate that had put him in
office were waiting at the San
Clemente Airport. Congruently the
"Loyal" Browns fans that "sup-
ported" them throughout the season
have now jumped off the bandwagon
and started pointing fingers. These
fingers are aimed at Rutigliano.
Should Rutigliano have gone with
the pass? 1 believe so. The outcome
of the 1980 season supported his
choice; throughout the year 'the
Browns had consistently scored from
inside the thirty by the pass. Don
Cockroft, who in his prime was one
of the NFL's best field goal kickers,
had already missed an extra point in
that day's -37 degree (with the wind
chill factor) freeze. To go to the air
was a strategy the Browns had been
successful with throughout the whole
season. "True" Brown fans would
have appreciated this strategy, and
Will look forward to more suc-
cessful seasons under Rutigliano,
instead of harping on arentercepnon.
the half, due in part to the Lords'
tenacious defense, and Baldwin-
Wallace's own carelessness (seven
turnovers).
Realizing B-W's mortality,
Kenyon entered the second half with
confidence, narrowing the gap to 33-
30 on Neil Kenagy's jump shot after
just three minutes of play. Kenyon's
defense continued to play
awesomely, keeping the Yellow
Jackets' high-powered offense (80
pts. per game) from the inside, and
forcing them to take low-percentage
shots. The result was that B-W shot a
horrendous 28010from the field in the
second half, and. their suspect
defense allowed Kenyon to score
consistently.
With 8:50 left, guard Tim Riazzi,
who is frequently called upon for
instant offense, catipulted Kenyon
into the lead with three straight
scores. He first hit a moderately long
jumper, then flashed in front of it
bewildered Yellow-Jacket, stealing
the ball and streaking up the floor for
an uncontested layup. His next
bucket, a layup offa quick pass from
Barrett, sent the Lords ahead 44-42,
a lead tljey never relinquished.
Kenyon began to dominate the
play, shredding the gambling
Baldwin-Wallace defense frequently
for easy layups en route to a 55-47
With 17 seconds left and Kenyon
holding on to a 55-53 lead, guard
Garry Bolton stepped to the line for a
crucial foul shot. Metis mentioned
after the game that Bolton's "spirit
and leadership" were crucial to the
Lords' success. Here Bolton led by
example, coolly dropping two shots
through the cords. Yellow-Jacket
guard Wilbur Wilson countered with
a long jump shot. Following this,
Barrett was fouled and netted his
game-winning shot.
Suffering no let down, the Lords
rolled over conference rival Marietta
last night 62-51. Playing what coach
Zak called "our best defense of the
year," Kenyon evened its OAe
record at 3-3, while raising its season
mark to 7-10.
The Lords appear to be gelling at
this point in the season and a major
reason is junior Bill Metis. Coach
Zak agreed that the team's success
revolved around the play of his
center. "We're look for great games
from Bill, and he's responding well
to the pressure," he stated.
Melts was simply overwhelming
against Marietta, blocking eight
shots, grabbing eight rebounds, and
scoring fourteen points. Tim Riazzi
tallied thirteen points and Mike
Barrett and Gary Reinke added ten
apiece.
Four Individuals, One Relay Qualify
Swimmers Rule At BG As Seven Earn Trip to Nationals
By CLAIRE FAY
The men's swim team travelled to
Bowling Green last Friday, January
23, where it out-swam the Division I
Bowling Green team finishing
winning the dual meet 66-45.
By the close of the meet, the men
of Kenyon had taken first place in
nine out of 13 events. and four of the
Lords had qualified individually for
the NCAA Division III National
meet to be held at Oberlin in March.
Kim Peterson qualified in :zoo.-yard
freestyle with a time of 1:46.32. Both
Joe Wilson and Steve Counsell
qualified in the 200-yard individual
medley with times of 1:59.71 and
'2:01.51, respectively. And in 200-
yard butterfly, Chris Shedd qualified
with a time of I :59.24. Not only did
the Kenyon 400-yard medley relay
team of Shedd, John Robrock, Mike
Solomon and Bill Derks place first
against Bowling Green, but it also
qualified for the National meet with
a time of3:4O.85.
Other winning swims for Kenyon
that day included Peterson's 4:53.76
in the 500-yard freestyle, Gregg
Parini's 22.14 in the 50-yard
freestyle, and Kevin Sweeney's swim
of 2:02.21 in the 200-yard
backstroke.
Kenyon also participated in the
Great Lakes Conference Association
meet at Denison last weekend,
coming in second to the Division II
Kalamazoo squad.
This week the men will be com-
peting in a combined meet on Friday
at Wooster, and a dual meet with
Wright State in Shaffer Pool at 2:00
on Saturday.
..It 's always exciting to go head to
head with a Division I team like
Bowling Green," commented Coach
Steen, "and come up with a win. The
team swam really well against a team
ranked 4th or 5th in the Mid Atlantic
Conference. It was the second year in
a row we have beaten them, and it
was a good opportunity for some of
the guys to make National cuts." KevjnSweeney
}
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nterviewing Jeff Vennell: Athletic Director On the Move
ByDALE WEST
Jeff Vennell has been the Director
af the Kenyon College Athletic
Department for the last year and a
half. With the imminent opening of
the new ARC (Athletic Recreation
Complex), the Collegian sought out
his views on changes he foresees in
the Athletic program. I found Mr.
Vennell in Wertheimer Fieldhouse
amidst a flurry of athletic activity
ranging from a gymnastics class to
pick-UP basketball games, and the
fledgling wrestlin8....c1ub.
Collegian: Are there any changes that
you would like to see in the Sports
Department?
Vennel!: Yes, I think we need to get
better participation in the individual
type tournaments and more games
offered in the Co-Recreational set-up.
Collegian: What about the role of
sports at Kenyon? Does Kenyon's
unique residential atmosphere bring
any advantages to the sports
program?
Vennel!: It's a responsibility that we
have .to provide an opportunity for
recreation. A residential college puts
the responsibility on the College to
react to the student, and provide the
nrollrSlm.~thev wam to have.
The ARC
Collegian: Will the ARC be com-
pleted on schedule?
Vennell: If everything. ~tays on
... A residential
college puts the
responsibility on
the College to react
to the student, and
provide the
programs they
wanttohave ...
Ladies Edge Denison Red In Overtime
By KAREN STEVENSON
Bouncing back after a
'discouraging 74-38 loss to a strong
Mt. Union team, the women's
basketball team topped rival Denison
last Tuesday in overtime, 77-75.
Having beaten Denison once in
regular sesson play this year, over-
confidence may have trigger ed
Kenyon's slow start. The Ladies
lagged behind the Denison squad for
most of the first half, until a full
court press in the closing minutes
sent Denison to the locker room nine
points under.
Denison came back strong at the
half, quickly recovering the nine
point deficit. Second half action was
evenly matched down to the wire
when, with one second remaining in
regulation time, Denison tied the
game at es-au.
The five minute overtime was hard
fought and after much give and take,
was decided at the foul line. With 37
seconds to play and Kenyon clinging
to a three-point lead, the Ladies
attempt to run the clock out was
And Now, The Truth
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For the past sixteen weeks we have been running a box tabulating the
number of fire alarms pulled. Up to the week of January 26, fourteen
were reoorted; six were real fires, eight were false alarms. There were
fewer fire alarms this year than in the past two academic
~ears. During the 1978-79academic year, 46 alarms were pulled, while
IIIthe 1979-80 school year, 58 alarms were recorded.
The findings are surprising in that we assumed the number would be
higher than last year. We would be tempted to view this as a refreshing
trend. but the fact remains that fire is fire.
The significance of fire alarms is often the butt of conversation
around campus. It's not so funny a fact when it can cost the life of an
individ_ual. Earlier this year, one student almost died of smoke
i~halation because he fell asleep smoking, and his mattress caught on
fire. It seems even when we reduce the odds, we can't win.
People, please be careful. Fire can be hazardous to your health.
has the best of
levis, Hang Ten and D.C.
jeans and accessories
in the Mt. Vernon
Shopping Plaza
stalled by a jump ball that went to
Denison. A Kenyon foul sent the
Denison team to the line for two
shots. A missed second shot and a
Kenyon the rebound at the five
second mark enabled the Ladies to
pull off the victory.
Mary Ashley and Anne Him-
melright both turned in fine per-
formances. Ashley netted 27 points
grabbed 14 rebounds, and Him-
melright notched 23 points hauled
down 113 rebounds. Karla Weeks was
the third Kenyon player in double
figures, racking up II points.
schedule we will be in the building by
summertime. We've been fortunate
so far in not having any-mainr
delays, and the weather has been
good. Hopefully we will be in the
building by graduation, with only
minor touch-ups like coat hooks, left
to put UD.
Colleeian: What will be the purpose
of Wertheimer Fieldhouse after the
opening of the ARC?
Venneli: During the winter, Wer-
theimer will have to be used for
Varsity Track practice and one of the
basketball team's practice. Obviously
having more square footage allows
for more recreational time and we
will have it. There will be sharing of
both buildings between Varsity and
intramural sports.
Collegian: With the ARC are you
anticipating an expanded coaching
staff?
Vennell: In the near future, no.
Simply, the college isn't ready to
expand in that area now.
Collegian: With the ARC do you
anticipate any increase in student
participation in sports? .
Vennell: I expect the building to be
used much more by the general
student body, both in participation in
intramurals and individu~"l
recreation. I think the squash and
racquetball courts will be mobbed!
The pool will also be available for
more usage. At present the night time
»eaae is 8:30 n.m. on.~ith the new
pool, individuals desiring a free SWim
"on hI' in Ihcl:e.DV 7:00 p.m.
Collegian: Will the ARC be equipped
with Nautilus equipment?
Vennel!: Yes, I can very honestly tell
you that the new exercise ronm in th ..
ARC will have live Nautit.r..
machines which will take care of the
major muscle groups of the body and
hopefully more.
OnPhilosophy
CoUegian: Will Kenyon ever change
its ranking to be a Division IIschool?
Will Kenyon ever offer scholarships
in sports?
Vennell: No, it's part of the
philosophy of the type of college we
are. I don't think Kenyon will ever
offer scholarships and I hope they
never do.
Collegian: What is your opinion
about having Sports courses offered
for credit at Kenyon and what is the
proposal's status?
Vennell: I am in favor of offering
sports for credit because I think that
it's a vital part of an undergraduate
education.
Collegian: What are the criteria for
any sports club to become a Varsity
sport? .
Vennell: There are five criteria in-
volved in a sports club becoming 'a
Varsity sport. One is interest of two
years of going to practices. The
others include being able to get a
schedule, find coaching, facilities,
and finally a financial commitment
by the college. The Athletic
Department can only recommend a
sport for Varsity status; it is up to the
college to decide.
Collegian: A little off the track, but
what is your reaction to Gambier
after living here for a year and a
hlllf?
VenneIl: I like me Midwest. It's more
relaxed and much friendlier than the·
Northeast. Kenyon is a very pretty
place, but it is also people. I find a
nice spirit towards activity not only
111 the Students, but also iq the faculty
and administration.
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Intramural Update
Lords Off to Quick Start
in Wesleyan Warmup
By_STEVEBEHRENDT
The Kenyon College men's track
team travel.ed to Ohio Wesleyan last
Friday the twenty-third, for their first
indoor meet of the season. No team
points were kept in this warm-up
meet which included Ohio Nn rthem
and Heidelberg, as well as Ohio
The Kenyon Subscriptions and Advertising
Bureau (KSAB) needs salespeople for 1981.
KSAB sells advertisements and sponsorships for
the Collegian, WKCO, Reveille and Hika. These
organizations require the revenue raised by KSAB
10 operate effectively. Some salespeople may be
needed to sell ads prior to the beginning of
classes in August. The KSAB will provide housing
for them .. Salespeople are also needed during the
academic year. The individual salesperson
determines his/her hours of work. A ten percent
commission is paid on the total price of each
advertl . ernent. For more information or to apply
for a position, call Geoff Smith, PBX 2250; or
Alan Kl00911, PBX 2486.
Earn
TheGALLERY
in its KASUAL
MEN'S em
We 8180,.. lure. lerg ... teenen of CARDS AND GIFTS
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Wesleyan, but Kenyon did well,
scoring points in ten of the fourteen
mnlS.
Outstanomg performances were
recorded by Bob Standard and Fred
Barends as they captured Kenyon's
two first places. Standard won the
two-mile by over six seconds in an
excellent time of 9:44.4, and Barends
won the sixty yard dash in a time of
6.7 seconds. Barends also did well in
the. rbree-hundred y<wLdash. cal2:
turing tmrc place. utner nllll''''1 ~who
placed-finished in the top four-in
their events wer:.e;Andrew HU8&..ins,
who was rnrrc 10hom me mile and the
two-mile, (His time of 4:32.1 in the
mile was only a second off the
winning time), Dave Thomas, who
finsihed second in the long jump with
a jump of 21-4-%, Mark Dailey, was
fourth in both the six-hundred and
the thousand yard dash, and Tim
Fox. who finished fourth in the shot
put. Two relay teams also pecec: the
mile relay team was second, and thel
R80rejav team finislu:d third.
The rus\ nome meet of the season
will be held January 30th, as the
men's and women's track teams host
Baldwin-Wallace and Oberlin. The
men's team will return to Ohio
Wesleyan in March to compete in the
Ohio Athletic Cr -iference indoor
championships.
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College Seeking Women Teachers
continued/rom page one
guidelines" and recruitment or
women will be needed. "We have
made modest gains," he states, "and
will continue to work at that."
Officials at Northwestern and Oberlin
claim that Affirmative Actioncriteria
will be used in their efforts to increase
the percentage of women faculty
members,
In response to the accusation which
is often made that most women who
are hired are appointed to temporary
positions, Ms. SCOIt says, "This is
more of an illusion that a reality." She
explains that when the College first
received the Mellon grant in the early
70's, it allowed Kenyon to hire more
faculty, especially in the visiting
positions. Coincidentally, this was
when the first concerted efforts were
being made to hire women, so manyof
Berger Court Marked
By Conservative Ethic
continued/rompage lWO~
President's expectations. One
notable exception to this observation
is Renquist; demonstrating the un-
predictability of a presidential choice
is Harry A. Blackmun, another Nixon
designate who is considered liberal on
social i55 ues such as abortion, contrary
to Nixon's wishes. Nevertheless, says
Denniston, by the nature of his
California Supreme Court ap-
pointments we can count on Reagan to
choose "people like Renquist upon
whom he can depend to cast the votes
hewants. "
Illustrating the problem of a
President in seeing his WIshes carried
out in the Supreme Court is the
question of police authority versus
private rights. It may at once be
conservative both to support private
rights and to support police authority.
In deciding between "the criminal
elements and peace keeping
elements," as Nixon phrased the
question, a conservative Justice may
favor either the people or the pub lie.
One can surmise that a Court
comprised of Reagan choices will
maintain thejudicial tone set by the
Burger court. Realizing "nothing is
simple," the Burger Court, Denniston
notes, generally has not made
"landmark law, but filled the cracks, "
being conservative on some issues and
liberal on others. In leaving major
decisions to Congress, however, the
Burger Court is distinctively con-
servative,
~ Such policy sharprycontrasts thatof
the Warren Court, whose decisions
resolved conflicts politicians of the
time found difficult to handle.
Lacking this "innovative serr .
confidence," the Burger Court.
Denniston says, has and will embody
the standard conservative ethic that
says that "judges are not 10 make
policy, they are simply to interpret the
laws." Although advocates of the
Warren Courts' activism might seethis
attitude as defeatist, Denniston is
quick to point out that deferring 10
that legislature is "allowing the
difficult question of your age to be
resolved by the branch that is most
immediately accountable to the
electorate." "That is not a defeatist
auuuoe." hc sa ys.
Supreme Court deference to
Congress in the wake of major
Republican victories in the House and
Senate promises to yield "con-
servative" resolutions of major
questions. Loss of Democratic control
of Capitol Hillalsomeansthat Reagan
nominations stand little chance of
being blocked.
Though ideologically conservative
in deferring major issues to the
legislature of the nation, or those of
the states, there is the likelihood that a
court embodying the pragmatic sense
of justice held by Reagan or Renquist
will not decline to take an active role if
necessary. In contrast to Jimmy
Carter, "an abstruse bureaucratic
manager for whom process was
everything," Ronald Reagan and his
administration, Denniston feels, will
perform along "terribly result-
oriented lines."
Such conservatism as promised by
the Reagan administration will shed
no light on the outcry for a more open
court, better known as the "sunshine
movement" "The Justices alreadv
believe, wrongly, that most of wha't
they do is out in the open," Denniston
says. "The reality is that the tough
choices are made entirely in secret."
Regardless of a series of Reagan
appointments "there is no chance
anyume soon that the Supreme Court
is going to become an open in-
stitution."
these positions were filled by females.
Ms. Scott adds that in order to
increase the percentage of women
significantly and speedily, it would be
desirable to have more than 50010 of
each year's hirees be female, since a
relatively small number of professors
are hired each year. This did happen in
1978-79, when 56010 of the open
permanent positions were filled by
women.
There are, however, major ob-
stacles which hamper the hiring of
more women. Jordan states, "We do
not always have women candidates to
consider," calling this issue a
"question of supply." Also, he states
that opportunities at larger univer-
sities have increased; these institutions
also are seeking more female in-
structors, The prospect of working
with graduate students is more at-
tractive to many professors than
teaching undergraduate students onl y.
Ms. Marley feels that, "Generally
speaking, the College does make the
effort to hire more women, and has
increasingly done so m me pasr severat
years." Considering the obstacles, she
adds, "It (hiring more women) is
desireable, but one must consider the
realities of the situation. "
Dr. Irish also affirmed the College's
'intent to hire more women. calling it
an "ongoing and difficult challenge,
but one that the College is committed
to."
Council Furthers Discussion
On National Affiliation
Hay and Painter proposed that
groups should prove their stability
during a probation period before
they are allowed to affiliate with a
national organization.
President Dan Mechem concluded
the discussion by saying that the
criteria will affect exist ing fraternities
as well as future organizations, and
that Council members should make
their recommendations with this in
mind.
The discussion will continue next
week. Also on the agenda will be
approval of Finance Committee's
budget recommendations. Student
Council will also elect a new
chairman to Media Board. Steven
Blomgren has resigned as chair but
will remain on the committee
Council has nominated Board
members Erik Fonkalsrud and Sue
Robb for the position. The election
has been postponed so that Media
Board's preference may be known.
Council will also elect three at
large representatives. Letters of
intent have been recieved from Erik
Fonkalsrud, Dougal McKinley, and
Matt Erikson.
By STEVEN ROSENBUSH
At its meeting Sunday evening,
Student Council demonstrated
general support of the belief that
groups seeking national affiliation
should be subject 10 certain criteria.
A motion to the contrary was'
overwhelmingly defeated by a straw
vote, An official vote was not
possible because the quorum was lost
during the meeting.
Representative Tom Hedge
proposed a motion stating, "Council
does not believe that there should be
specific criteria for groups wishing to
affiliate with national
organizations ... " The motion also
proposed that such groups be in-
dividually reviewed by a Board
comprised ofmernbers of the campus
community,
Hedge was joined by Represen-
tative Jim Zellner, who stated that
Council and Senate have no business
regulating howcampus groups arc
affiliated if the groups do not wish
block housing or school money,
Representative Jon Painter replied
that restriction of groups that do not
have college support may be
necessary if these groups can change
campus life.
Representative Kristin Hay added
that allowing a group to come on
campus without college support
"could lead to problems."
Several restrictions already exist,
according to Student Council
members. The Dean for Student
Affairs must approve orgaruzanons
before they are recognized by the
school. The Village of Gambier must
also approve all construction in the
vicinity.
Several criteria for this approval
were suggested. Representative
Stuart Sheppard proposed that
groups should establish their goals in
writing before they are given housing
privileges. He stated that groups who
receive these privileges should
contribute something to the com-
munity.
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Coby, Horwitz Will
Run Summer Institute
continued/rom page one
will find among its ranks department
chairmen from Dickinson College
and the University of Nebraska-
Omaha, experienced professors from
Hawaii and Wales, and TA's from
Rutgers and the University of
Maryland. Also participating will be
two recent Kenyon Alumni doing
graduate work in political science,
Ms. Terrrell Snyder ('80) and Ms.
Diana Schaub ('81).
With the variety of different
backgrounds and perspectives
represented, the sessions promise to
be enlightening and interesting.
Furthermore, this diversity will be
encouraged both by a rotating
leadership system, giving each
participant a turn at presiding over
discussion, and by evening seminars
offered by individual participants.
For although the main objective of
the institute is to instrucr.. it is likely
that many of the lessons will come
from individual participants' past
experiences. Their input will be
valuable as well in accomplishing the
other objectives of the summer
program - a review of the course
syllabus, and the preparation of a
anthology (including all reading
required for "The Quest fo
Justice") for use in teaching th
course. Such an anthology would
replace the dozen or so books nov
required for Political Science 1-2,
greatly reducing the cost to the
student
After their month in Gambier, the
participants will return 10 their home
institutions and decide whether and
how to introduce equivalent "Quest
for Justice" courses into t hci
respective curricula. Although
Horwitz and Coby claim to have
"identified a very pressing and
fundamental problem" in the lack 0
good introductory courses, it remains
to be seen if the profession will
accept "The Quest for Justice" as
the solution.
In any case let us hope that this
institute will become a regular and
significant part of Kenyon's offering
in the future, for only through this
type of discussion and instruction
can the best methods and courses be
found.
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For overnight visits by
Parents and Friends
Call the
CURTIS MOTOR HOTEL
397·4334
on the public square in Mount Vernon
---------- --,- ------------1
TWO FOR
ONE.
Buy one Rax Roast Beef Sandwich ™
at the regular price and get another
one free with this coupon.
Each coupon requires
a separate purchase.
Wilh Kenyon I.D. 10"10Off Tolal Bill
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